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EVIDENCE-BASED APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS BENEFIT
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I. Introduction:

The purpose of this document is to guide clinical decision-making and care for the Detroit Wayne Mental Health Authority Network for the delivery of the Medicaid Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Benefit for individual’s ages 0-21. It is important to note that these guidelines are limited to only the specific services available to individuals enrolled in the Medicaid ASD Benefit. It is also important to note that individuals with Autism either enrolled or not enrolled in the Medicaid ASD Benefit have access to a number of additional services that are not noted in this document and can be identified in the Michigan Medicaid Provider Manual. Finally, these guidelines are not aimed to take away from individualized person-centered treatment as each individual with ASD is unique.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention identified the Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) national prevalence rate to one in 68 children (1 in 42 boys and 1 in 189 girls). ASD occurs in all racial, ethnic and socioeconomic groups. As the fastest growing serious developmental disability in the United States, it costs the nation $137 billion per year, a figure expected to increase over the next decade. Lifetime costs for a person on the spectrum are estimated to be $3.2 million over the person’s life, including costs for education, home and community-based services, and lost individual and family income.

To help children with ASD, it is essential to focus on the earliest years of development, since this is a critically important time for early learning which powerfully affects the child’s future life course. Research shows that early diagnosis and intensive early intervention can produce the best outcomes and greatly improve the child’s functioning. Without proper diagnosis and early intervention, individuals with ASD may require increased supportive services than an individual with ASD who did receive early intervention services.

Ganz (2007) indicates that most of the lifetime costs for an individual with ASD are incurred after the age of 21. Intensive early intervention has the potential to reduce long-range costs therefore we need to prioritize intensive intervention in early childhood and allocate the necessary resources for implementation of effective interventions. Not only is this in keeping with what we know to be best practice, there is considerable evidence that early intervention is cost-effective as it reduces financial costs while improving the quality of life for individuals and their family.

II. Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD):

Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are complex neurobiological disorders that present varying degrees of impairment in communication skills, social interactions, and restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior, among other behavioral and physiological symptoms (CDC, 2011). The “autism spectrum” refers to the continuum of symptom severity and expression that individuals with ASD can experience. How ASD is manifested and how severely it affects one’s life is distinct for each individual. As the word “spectrum” implies, individuals diagnosed with ASD are each unique. They may be extremely verbal or entirely nonverbal. Although everyone with an ASD has challenges in certain areas, some might be gifted in other areas. Although the exact cause of ASD remains unknown, research is revealing there may be multiple factors that contribute to the disorder, which would explain its variability.

At present, there is no medical test and no cure for ASD, and many individuals with ASD will need lifelong supports and services. Having an ASD significantly impacts a person’s ability to function in his or her home, school, and community due to challenges in communication, learning, and forming relationships. Many individuals with ASD have other disabilities, such as intellectual impairment or emotional or behavioral
disorders, which impair their overall level of functioning. Additionally, those with ASD frequently experience other chronic medical conditions, including immune system and gastrointestinal disorders, seizure disorders, and/or psychiatric conditions such as anxiety and depression. Any single individual with ASD will have a unique mix of symptoms within a complex array of ASD and coexisting conditions, which may change over time. Although there is no cure, educational programs and specialized interventions can lead to meaningful improvements for individuals with ASD (National Research Council Report, 2001).

III. Medicaid Autism Benefit Eligibility and Discharge Criteria:

A. Medical Necessity: Medical necessity and recommendation for ABA services is determined by a physician, or other licensed practitioner working within their scope of practice under state law. The child must demonstrate substantial functional impairment in social communication, patterns of behavior, and social interaction as evidenced by meeting criteria 1 and 2 listed below; and require ABA services to address identified impairments:

1. The child currently demonstrates substantial functional impairment in social communication and social interaction across multiple contexts, and is manifested by all of the following:
   i. Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity ranging, for example, from abnormal social approach and failure of normal back-and-forth conversation, to reduced sharing of interests, emotions, or affect, to failure to initiate or respond to social interactions.
   ii. Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviors used for social interaction ranging, for example, from poorly integrated verbal and nonverbal communication, to abnormalities in eye contact and body language or deficits in understanding and use of gestures, to a total lack of facial expressions and nonverbal communication.
   iii. Deficits in developing, maintaining, and understanding relationships ranging, for example, from difficulties adjusting behavior to suit various social contexts, to difficulties in sharing imaginative play or in making friends, to absence of interest in peers.

2. The child currently demonstrates substantial restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, and activities, as manifested by at least two of the following:
   i. Stereotyped or repetitive motor movements, use of objects, or speech (e.g., simple motor stereotypes, lining up toys or flipping objects, echolalia, and/or idiosyncratic phrases).
   ii. Insistence on sameness, inflexible adherence to routines, or ritualized patterns or verbal nonverbal behavior (e.g., extreme distress at small changes, difficulties with transitions, rigid thinking patterns, greeting rituals, and/or need to take same route or eat the same food every day).
   iii. Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal in intensity or focus (e.g., strong attachment to or preoccupation with unusual objects, and/or excessively circumscribed or perseverative interest).
   iv. Hyper- or hypo-reactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory aspects of the environment (e.g., apparent indifference to pain/temperature, adverse response to specific
A. **Eligibility Criteria:** The following is the process for determining eligibility for ABA services for a child with a confirmed diagnosis of ASD. Eligibility determination and recommendation for ABA must be performed by a qualified licensed practitioner.

1. Consumer is under 21 years of age.

2. Consumer resides in Wayne County or has Wayne County as identified County of Financial Responsibility (COFR).

3. Consumer has active Medicaid.

4. Consumer received a diagnosis of ASD from a qualified licensed practitioner utilizing valid evaluation tools.

5. Consumer is medically able to benefit from the ABA treatment.

6. Treatment outcomes are expected to result in a generalization of adaptive behaviors across different settings to maintain the ABA interventions and that they can be demonstrated beyond the treatment sessions. Measurable variables may include increased social-communication, increased interactive play/age-appropriate leisure skills, increased reciprocal communication, etc.

7. Coordination with the school and/or early intervention program is critical. Collaboration between school and community providers is needed to coordinate treatment and to prevent duplication of services. This collaboration may take the form of phone calls, written communication logs, participation in team meetings (i.e., Individual Education Plan/Individual Family Service Plan [IEP/IFSP], Individual Plan of Service [IPOS], etc.).

8. Services are able to be provided in the consumer’s home and community, including centers and clinics.

9. Symptoms are present in the early developmental period (symptoms may not fully manifest until social demands exceed limited capacities, or may be masked by learned strategies later in life).

10. Symptoms cause clinically significant impairment in social, occupational, and/or other important areas of current functioning that are fundamental to maintain health, social inclusion, and increased independence.

11. A qualified licensed practitioner recommends ABA services and the services are medically necessary for the consumer.

12. Services must be based on the individual consumer and the parent’s/guardian's needs and must consider the consumer’s age, school attendance requirements, and other daily activities as documented in the IPOS. Families of minor consumers are expected to provide a minimum of eight hours of care per day on average throughout the month.
B. **Discharge Criteria:** Transition planning should occur at the time of intake into ABA Services.
   
   The aim of treatment, should always focus on discharge with the goal of transition to less restrictive settings with neuro-typical peers. ABA Discharge should occur if consumer is no longer eligible for benefit and/or any of the following apply:

   1. The consumer has achieved treatment goals and less intensive modes of services are medically necessary and appropriate.
   
   2. The consumer is either no longer eligible for Medicaid or is no longer a State of Michigan resident.
   
   3. The consumer has not demonstrated measureable improvement and progress toward goals, and the predicted outcomes as evidenced by a lack of generalization of adaptive behaviors across different settings where the benefits of the ABA interventions are not able to be maintained or they are not replicable beyond the ABA treatment sessions through a period of six months.
   
   4. Targeted behaviors and symptoms are becoming persistently worse with ABA treatment over time or with successive authorizations.
   
   5. The consumer no longer meets the eligibility criteria as evidenced by use of valid evaluation tools administered by a qualified licensed practitioner.
   
   6. The consumer and/or parent/guardian is not able to meaningfully participate in the ABA services, and does not follow through with treatment recommendations to a degree that compromises the potential effectiveness and outcome of the ABA service.
   
   7. The consumer is lost to follow-up and all efforts made to contact service recipient and/or guardian have been unsuccessful, including mail and telephone attempts.

IV. Medicaid Autism Benefit Services:

   A. Screening & Referral:

   The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) endorses early identification of developmental disorders as being essential to the well-being of children and their families. Early identification of developmental disorders through screening by health care professionals should lead to further evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment. Early identification of a developmental disorder's underlying etiology may affect the medical treatment of the child and the parent's/guardian’s intervention planning. Screening for ASD typically occurs during an EPSDT well child visit with the child's primary care provider (PCP). EPSDT well child visits may include a review of the child’s overall medical and physical health, hearing, speech, vision, behavioral and developmental status, and screening for ASD with a validated and standardized screening tool. The EPSDT well child evaluation is also designed to rule out medical or behavioral conditions other than ASD, and include those conditions that may have behavioral implications and/or may co-occur with ASD. A full medical and physical examination must be performed before the child is referred for further evaluation.
The PCP who screened the child for ASD and determined a referral for further evaluation was necessary will contact the Prepaid Inpatient Health Plan (PIHP) directly to arrange for a follow-up evaluation. The PCP must refer the child to the PIHP in the geographic service area for Medicaid beneficiaries. The PIHP will contact the child's parent(s)/guardian(s) to arrange a follow-up appointment for a comprehensive diagnostic evaluation and behavioral assessment. Each PIHP will identify a specific point of access for children who have been screened and are being referred for a diagnostic evaluation and behavioral assessment of ASD. If the PCP determines the child who screened positive for ASD is in need of occupational, physical, or speech therapy, the PCP will refer the child directly for the service(s) needed.

After a beneficiary is screened and the PCP determines a referral is necessary for a follow-up visit, the PIHP is responsible for the comprehensive diagnostic evaluation, behavioral assessment, ABA services (including ABA) for eligible Medicaid beneficiaries, and for the related EPSDT medically necessary Mental Health Specialty Services. Occupational therapy, physical therapy, and speech therapy for children with ASD that do not meet the eligibility requirements for developmental disabilities by the PIHP are covered by the Medicaid Health Plan or by Medicaid Fee-for-Service.

As ABA early intervention services are vital and we know that the earlier an individual accesses ABA, the increased chances of positive outcomes, DWMHA has a barrier-free access center that also screens individuals for diagnosis evaluations. These screenings are completed based on received requests from families.

### B. Comprehensive Diagnosis Evaluation & Re-evaluation Service:

Accurate and early diagnosis of ASD is critical in ensuring appropriate intervention and positive outcomes. The comprehensive diagnostic evaluation must be performed before the child receives ABA services. The comprehensive diagnostic evaluation is a neurodevelopmental review of cognitive, behavioral, emotional, adaptive, and social functioning, and should include validated evaluation tools. Based on the evaluation, the practitioner determines the child's diagnosis, recommends general ASD treatment interventions, and refers the child for a behavior assessment. The provider who conducts the behavior assessment recommends more specific ASD treatment interventions. These evaluations are performed by a qualified licensed practitioner working within their scope of practice and who is qualified and experienced in diagnosing ASD. A qualified licensed practitioner includes: a physician with a specialty in psychiatry or neurology; a physician with a sub-specialty in developmental pediatrics, developmental-behavioral pediatrics or a related discipline; a physician with a specialty in pediatrics or other appropriate specialty with training, experience or expertise in ASD and/or behavioral health; a psychologist; an advanced practice registered nurse with training, experience, or expertise in ASD and/or behavioral health; a physician assistant with training, experience, or expertise in ASD and/or behavioral health; or a clinical social worker, working within their scope of practice, and is qualified and experienced in diagnosing ASD.

All Initial Comprehensive Diagnosis Evaluations must include a completed ADOS-2, ADIR, and DD-CGAS. Additional tools, such as cognitive and adaptive testing may be administered based on medical necessity. All Annual Comprehensive Diagnosis Re-Evaluations must be completed within 365 days of the previous MDHHS approval and must include a completed ADOS-2, and DD-CGAS. Additional tools, such as cognitive and adaptive testing may be administered based on medical necessity.

1.) **EVALUATOR RESPONSIBILITIES:**
i. The following are the specifications for the evaluator of a consumer referred with a suspected diagnosis of autism:

1.) Ensuring that evaluation is completed accurately, reliably, and efficiently.

2.) Ensuring that diagnostic appointments are available and entered into MH-WIN based on ability to meet timeline performance indicators. Appointments should only be entered into MH-WIN if the provider can meet indicators for services if the consumer is found eligible or pre-approval to evaluate and refer is received from DWMHA.

3.) Ensuring that consumer has active Medicaid coverage and is between the current target population age group.

4.) Completing diagnostic evaluations on consumers prior to entering ABA services, annually for redeterminations, and upon discharge from ABA services.

5.) Completing required demographic information and consent forms prior to delivering service.

6.) The evaluator must obtain consent to obtain and release information to Primary Care Physician from parent/guardian, and if consent is provided the evaluator to:
   i. Consult with Primary Care Doctor and parent/guardian to identify whether the consumer has been assessed for several conditions whose symptoms may be associated with ASD, such as Fragile X Syndrome, tuberous sclerosis, lead toxicity, Fetal Alcohol Effect (FAE), Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), genetic syndromes, and neurological syndromes.
   ii. Send the results of the diagnostic evaluation to consumer’s Primary Care Physician if consent is obtained.

7.) Administration of the *Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale Second Edition* (ADOS-2):
   a) The module specific to the consumer’s age and speech level is required. (*Toddler Module, Module 1, Module 2, Module 3, or Module 4 for ABA treatment population*)
   b) A parent/guardian must be present at the time of administration.
   c) Food/beverage included in administration must be approved by parent/guardian.
   d) Compliance with the administration requirements outlined in the *ADOS-2 Manual* is required, which includes:
      i.) The tool is required to be scored directly after administration.
      ii.) The tool is required to be administered in an environment as free from distractions as possible to ensure validity and standardization in accordance with ADOS-2 manual recommendations.
Evaluator must be trained in the delivery of the tool, including on-going refresher trainings as needed.

8.) Administration of the Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised (ADI-R), which includes developmental family history interview that addresses all domains relevant to ASD that are outlined in the ASD operationalized diagnostic criteria indicated above (*social affective/communications skills, restricted repertoire*).

   i. Compliance with the administration requirements outlined in the ADIR Manual

9.) Administration of the Developmental Disabilities - Clinical Global Impression Severity Scale (DD-CGAS) to rate symptom severity.

10.) Other tools may be used if medical necessity is identified to determine a diagnosis and medical necessity service recommendations. Other tools may include: cognitive/developmental tests such as the Mullen Scales of Early Learning, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence-IV (WPPSI-IV), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-IV (WISC-IV), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-V (WISC-V), or Differential Ability Scales-II (DAS-II); adaptive behavior tests such as Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale-II (VABS-II), Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-III (ABAS-III), or Diagnostic Adaptive Behavior Scale (DABS), and/or; symptom monitoring such as Social Responsiveness Scale-II (SRS-II), Aberrant Behavior Checklist, or Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ).

11.) The results of the evaluation must be appropriately delivered to families. It is strongly preferred that face-to-face Feedback Sessions occur with families to discuss the results of the evaluation and the next step for treatment options.

2.) REPORTING REQUIREMENTS:

   Team is responsible for completing and submitting accurate reports within seven (7) days of evaluation and interpretation to the family completion that includes:

   i. Diagnostic evaluation tool results with separate area for specific item sub-scores.

   ii. Completion of specific evaluation *DWMHA ASD Benefit Comprehensive Diagnosis Evaluation and Re-evaluation Form* that includes:

      1.) ADOS-2 classification, module, and score, which may include Autism, Autism Spectrum Disorder, a differential diagnosis outside of one covered under this benefit, or not autism. DD-CGAS Score.

      2.) If Autism, Autism Spectrum Disorder is identified:

         a. Identification of specific medical necessity criteria is met.

         b. Documentation of all eligibility criteria components identified.
Behavioral assessments must use a validated instrument and can include direct observational assessment, observation, record review, data collection, and analysis by a qualified provider. Examples of behavior assessments include function analysis and functional behavior assessments. The behavioral assessment must include the current level of functioning of the child using a validated data collection method. Behavioral assessments and ongoing measurements of improvement must include behavioral outcome tools. Examples of behavioral outcome tools include Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and Placement Program (VB-MAPP), Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills revised (ABLLS-R), and Assessment of Functional Living Skills (AFLS).

ii. An ABA Assessment is completed by a BCBA, BCA BA, LLP, QBHP Staff that:

1.) Specifies service needs, including duration, setting, and skill levels;

2.) Utilizes parent/guardian feedback; Providers are required to have families in leadership roles in the identification, planning, and implementation of services for their consumers with ASD.

3.) Outlines behaviors and skills to be addressed and ABA interventions to be utilized to improve consumer’s skills and functioning (ABA goals may address a range from one specific targeted behavior (i.e., self-injurious behavior, yelling, etc.) to several complex behaviors (i.e., feeding, hygiene, communication));

4.) Identifies at least one “National Standards Project (NSP) Established Treatment” per goal and objective within the treatment plan; and

5.) Includes targeted behavior goals and specific steps for staff to take when responding to behaviors that support ABA treatment

6.) Utilizes a validated instrument and can include direct observational assessment, observation, record review, data collection, and analysis by a qualified provider. Examples of behavior assessments include function analysis and functional behavior assessments. The behavioral assessment must include the current level of functioning of the child using a validated data collection method. Behavioral assessments and ongoing measurements of improvement must include one of the following behavioral outcome tools or a tool pre-approved by DWMHA:

a. Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and Placement Program (VB-MAPP) – Administered by the BCBA, BCA BA, LLP, QBHP Staff at intake and every six (6) months thereafter for all consumers receiving ABA services.

-OR-

b. Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills Revised (ABLLS-R) – Administered the BCBA, BCA BA, LLP, QBHP Staff at intake and every six (6) months thereafter for all consumers receiving ABA services.

-OR-
c. Assessment of Functional Living Skills (AFLS) – Administered the BCBA, BCABA, LLP, QBHP Staff at intake and every six (6) months thereafter for all consumers receiving ABA services.

iii. Treatment methodology will use an ethical, positive approach to any serious behaviors (e.g., self-injury, aggression). The use of punitive, restrictive, or intrusive interventions is prohibited during ABA, except in accordance with Policy. The use of restraints, seclusion, and aversive techniques are prohibited by MDHHS in all community settings.

iv. Revisions are made to the ABA Plan frequently as identified by BCBA/LLP/QBHP.

v. All ABA employees must know and understand the individual’s Person-Centered Plan and ABA Plan for each consumer on their caseload. Training documentation must be maintained to identify staff training.

vi. The ABA Treatment team will work collectively with Care Manager/Supports Coordinator/IPOS Case Holder and other treatment providers to identify integrated treatment plan goals and objectives so that the appropriate intensity of intervention is identified, outlined, coordinated and provided through treatment.

vii. The ABA Treatment Team will assist and collaborate with the care manager/supports coordinator on transitional planning for consumers who no longer meet eligibility requirements or are no longer interested in receiving ABA treatment. Transition Planning should occur from the beginning of treatment.

viii. A comprehensive ABA Plan of Care is required with the results from the ABA Assessment that will identify the specific ABA programming, including goals and objectives for the individual. Per the BACB Guidelines, all ABA Plans of Care should include:

1) Patient Information

2) Reason for Referral

3) Brief Background Information
   a. Demographics (name, age, gender, diagnosis)
   b. Living situation
   c. Home/school/work information

4) Clinical Interview
   a. Information gathering on problem behaviors, including developing operational definitions of primary area of concern and information regarding possible function of behavior

5) Review of Recent Assessments/Reports (file review)
   a. Any recent functional behavior assessment, cognitive testing, and/or progress reports
6) Assessment Procedures & Results

a. Brief description of assessments, including their purpose

   • INDIRECT ASSESSMENTS:
     › Provide summary of findings for each assessment (graphs, tables, or grids)

   • DIRECT ASSESSMENTS:
     › Provide summary of findings for each assessment (graphs, tables or grids)

b. Target behaviors are operationally defined, including baseline levels

c. Treatment Plan (Skill Acquisition – Comprehensive ABA)

   a. Treatment setting

   b. Instructional methods to be used

   c. Operational definition for each skill

   d. Describe data collection procedures

   e. Proposed goals and objectives*

8) Treatment Plan (Focused ABA)

   a. Treatment setting

   b. Operational definition for each behavior and goal

   c. Specify behavior management (that is, behavior reduction and/or acquisition) procedures:
      • Antecedent-based interventions
      • Consequence-based interventions

   d. Describe data collection procedures

   e. Proposed goals and objectives*

9) Parent/Caregiver Training

   a. Specify parent training procedures

   b. Describe data collection procedures

   c. Proposed goals and objectives. Each goal and objective must include:
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- Current level (baseline)
- Behavior parent/caregiver is expected to demonstrate, including condition under which it must be demonstrated and mastery criteria (the objective or goal)
- Date of introduction
- Estimated date of mastery
- Specify plan for generalization
- Report goal as met, not met, modified (include explanation)

10) Number of Hours Requested

a. Number of hours needed for each service

b. Clinical summary that justifies hours requested

c. Billing codes requested

11) Coordination of Care

12) Transition Plan

13) Discharge Plan

14) Crisis Plan

D. Applied Behavior Analysis Assessment

When a client displays problem behavior at a level that is disruptive to community inclusion, a functional assessment may be required. Functional assessment refers to the overall process of identifying the aspects of the environment that may contribute to the development and continued occurrence of problem behavior. That is, functional assessment is designed to identify where, when and the likely reasons why a problem behavior occurs. Such information is then directly incorporated into the problem behavior treatment plan in the form of a function-based intervention.

The functional assessment process typically includes multiple sources of information such as interviews with caregivers, structured ratings scales, and collection of direct observation data and consideration of potential medical conditions that may impact problem behavior.

Direct observation may take the form of assessment of ongoing interactions in the natural environment or the form of a functional analysis. Functional analysis refers to directly changing environmental events and evaluating the impact of those changes on the level of problem behavior via direct observation. Functional analyses can be complex and may require higher staffing ratios and more direction by the Behavior Analyst. (BACB Guidelines, 2012)

E. Applied Behavior Analysis Direct Service
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) intervention for autism is to be customized to each consumer’s skills, needs, interests, preferences, and family situation. ABA services are to be provided to consumers with ASD when medically necessary, in the least restrictive environment where the ultimate goal of treatment is to focus on improving core deficits in communication, social interaction, or restricted behaviors; all of which will impact fundamental deficits and help consumer develop greater functional skills and independence. The behavioral intervention should be provided at an appropriate level of intensity in an appropriate setting(s) for an appropriate period of time, depending on the needs of the consumer and their family within their community. Clinical determinations of service intensity, setting(s), and duration are to be designed to facilitate the consumer’s goal attainment.

These supports may serve to reinforce skills or lessons taught in school, therapy or other settings, but are not intended to supplant services provided in school or other settings or to be provided when the consumer would typically be in school but for the parent’s choice to home-school the consumer or parent’s choice to decline school supports. ABA service providers are required to establish a system that ensures that services can be provided with no disruption to the consumer’s scheduled school day. The provider should be skilled in implementing person-centered planning processes, which will include coordinating with other service provider entities, as well as coordinating with available community and natural supports.

Provider should be in contact with Case Manager / Supports Coordinator on a minimum of monthly basis to ensure service plan is accurate to meet current needs of family and collaborative treatment team is established. ABA Direct Services and Supervision must be provided at a rate of at least 75% of amount, scope, duration, and frequency identified and agreed-upon in IPOS. Quarterly ABA Plan updates on goals, objectives, progress and changes to amount/scope/duration/frequency are due from the ABA Provider to the IPOS case holder prior to the completion of the required 90-Day IPOS Review.

A. Applied Behavior Analysis Direct Service:

i. Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) is a scientific evidence-based practice that focuses on the analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation of social and other environmental modifications to produce meaningful changes in human behavior. ABA is based on the fact that an individual’s behavior is determined by past and current environmental events in conjunction with organic variables such as their genetic endowment and physiological variables. ABA focuses on treating the problems of the disorder by altering the individual’s social and learning environments. (BACB Guidelines, 2012).

ii. ABA Direct services can be provided in different modalities (individual, groups, etc.) and in different locations (home, community, clinic, etc.).

iii. Behavior Technician Staff provide specific in-home, community-based, and/or clinic-based intervention activities for consumers diagnosed on the autism spectrum as identified in the Individualized Plan of Service (IPOS) and the ABA Treatment Plan.

iv. If appropriate and identified in the plan of service, providers should deliver ABA services in a variety of settings to maximize generalization, maintenance, independence, and flexibility in the consumer’s behaviors and skills.
v. ABA services are to be provided to increase developmentally-appropriate skills to facilitate a consumer’s independence. These services must be provided directly to, or on behalf of, the consumer by training their parents/caregivers, Behavior Techs, and/or a BCaBA to deliver the ABA services. The ABA services must be provided under the supervision of a BCBA, other appropriately qualified licensed or limited licensed psychologist (LP, LLP), or master’s prepared QBHP working within their scope of practice as identified in the staffing qualification section below.

vi. Behavior Technicians complete behavior tracking sheets and reports. ABA must include ongoing behavioral observation, assessment, data collection, and ongoing adjustments (as indicated by BCBA/LLP/QBHP).

F. Parent/Guardian & Natural Supports Involvement:

1.) Providers are required to have families in leadership roles in the identification, planning, and implementation of services for their consumers with ASD. Living with a young person with ASD is likely to cause significant changes in lives of family members and, in most cases, the consumer will require assistance beyond services offered by professionals and direct staff. Services must be delivered in a manner that maximizes the benefit of treatment time and the time outside of treatment. Also, treatment should be provided that helps families maximize their own lives and the lives of their consumer with ASD.

2.) A parent/guardian or caregiver must engage in treatment with their consumer to learn treatments and techniques that will assist the consumer in the generalization of behaviors outside of treatment hours.

G. ABA services include a variety of behavioral interventions, which have been identified as evidence-based by nationally recognized research reviews and/or other nationally recognized scientific and clinical evidence. ABA services are designed to be delivered primarily in the home and in other community settings. Behavioral treatment intervention services include, but are not limited to, the following categories of evidence-based interventions:

1. Collecting information systematically regarding behaviors, environments, and task demands (e.g., shaping, demand fading, task analysis);

2. Adapting environments to promote positive behaviors and learning while discouraging negative behaviors (e.g., naturalistic intervention, antecedent based intervention, visual supports, stimulus fading);

3. Applying reinforcement to change behaviors and promote learning (e.g., reinforcement, differential reinforcement of alternative behaviors, extinction);

4. Teaching techniques to promote positive behaviors, build motivation, and develop social, communication, and adaptive skills (e.g., discrete trial teaching, modeling, social skills instruction, picture exchange communication systems, pivotal response training, social narratives, self-management, prompting, chaining, imitation);
5. Teaching parents/guardians to provide individualized interventions for their child, for the benefit of the child (e.g., parent/guardian implemented/mediated intervention);

6. Using typically developing peers (e.g., individuals who do not have ASD) to teach and interact with children with ASD (e.g., peer mediated instruction, structured play groups, peer social interaction training); and

7. Applying technological tools to change behaviors and teach skills (e.g., video modeling, tablet-based learning software).

8. ABA services provided must adhere to best practice standards and established interventions for ASD. Interventions that are identified as “Established Treatments” through the National Standards Project (NSP) or other ABA “established treatments” that focus on teaching specific adaptive skills. The NSP clinical trials can be found at: http://www.nationalautismcenter.org/about/national.php and include:

   a. **Antecedent Package** – is often used in combination with other strategies and includes: choice, behavior chain interruption, priming, non-contingent reinforcement, errorless learning, incorporating echolalia and obsessive behaviors, prompting, antecedent based intervention, time delay, contriving motivational operations, environmental modifications of tasks, etc. Antecedent Package may be used to address both interfering and on-task behaviors.

   b. **Behavioral Package** – is designed to decrease problem behaviors and teach functional alternative behaviors. Changing consequences is utilized. This includes: discrete trial training, differential reinforcement, functional communication training, contingency contracting, shaping, task analysis, token economy, instructional fading, generalization training, reinforcement, functional behavior analysis, response interruption/redirection, etc.

   c. **Joint Attention Intervention** – Joint attention involves the interaction between individuals and is considered a pivotal skill for communication. Examples include: looking back and forth between a toy and the person who presented the toy, pointing to or showing objects of interest, or following someone else’s line of gaze.

   d. **Modeling** – Often combined with reinforcement and prompting. Examples include: live modeling, video modeling, self-modeling.

   e. **Naturalistic Teaching Strategies** – Naturalistic or incidental teaching strategies tend to have substantial generalization advantages. The environment is arranged to create interest on the part of the learner. The teaching interaction may begin with the learner initiating a request about a particular item/topic. Worker prompts an elaboration of that initiation, with greater elaboration resulting in gaining access to the desired item. These strategies increase initiation, build spontaneity, and shape complex and sophisticated communication responses.

   f. **Pivotal Response Treatment** – Pivotal responses are those that, when trained, generally produce large collateral improvements in non-trained areas. Pivotal Responses include:
reducing stimulus over selectivity, promoting motivation, promoting self-management, promoting self-initiation, and promoting empathy. PRT aims to increase a consumer’s motivation to learn, monitor his own behavior, and initiate communication with others. Positive changes in these behaviors should have widespread effects on other behaviors.

g. **Schedules** – Task lists of series of activities or steps to complete. Often supplemented with reinforcement. Helps improve self-regulation and assists with transitions. May involve visual supports or structured work systems.

h. **Self-management** – Promotes independence by teaching behavior regulation through recording occurrence/nonoccurrence of target behavior and receiving reinforcement for doing so. Examples include: checklists, wrist counters, visual prompts, tokens.

i. **Story-based Intervention Package** – Social Story describes a situation, skill, or concept in terms of relevant social cues, perspectives, and common responses in a specifically defined style and format. It explains what is happening and why it is occurring. It is primarily used for social behaviors and routines you want to increase and those situations that are new and anxiety-provoking. Stories are always personal, positive and short. Within an ABA program, Social Stories are used to help with transitions, school routines, appointments, and any other social behavior you want increased.

j. **Discrete Trial Training (DTT)** - DTT is a style of teaching that uses a series of trials to teach each step of a desired behavior or response. Lessons are broken down into their simplest parts and positive reinforcement is used to reward correct answers and behaviors. Incorrect answers are ignored.

k. **Verbal Behavior Intervention (VBI)** - VBI is a type of ABA that focuses on teaching verbal skills.

H. The following are **not** included in this benefit:

1. A there are a number of different treatments offered for individuals with ASD and there is limited daily time available to receive treatment and early intervention is key in outcomes, it is important for families to seek services that have been found to have the highest outcomes. Per the BACB Guidelines, studies have shown that an eclectic model, where ABA is combined with non-evidence-based treatment, is less effective than ABA alone.

2. **Emerging practices** identified by the NSP that have not been identified as being established as evidenced-based practices and are not included in the treatment.

3. Unestablished treatments or ineffective/harmful treatments identified by the NSP are not included in this benefit.

4. The provider must also be knowledgeable about modalities which either have been shown to lack positive effects or may endanger the person with ASD. It is expected that providers will not agree to participate in modalities which either are dangerous or have not been shown to have positive benefit for a consumer with ASD. It will be
essential to discuss the risks and possible benefits of treatment modalities, including those recommended by the agency and those proposed by families.

B. **Applied Behavior Analysis Treatment Packages:** Treatment packages are designed based on *MDHHS Policy* and *Behavior Analyst Certification Board Guidelines*.

   i. **Focused Behavioral Intervention** - Focused behavioral intervention is provided an average of 5-15 hours per week.

      a. **Per the BACB:** Focused ABA refers to treatment provided directly to the client for a limited number of behavioral targets. It is not restricted by age, cognitive level, or co-occurring conditions.

         Focused ABA treatment may involve increasing socially appropriate behavior (for example, increasing social initiations) or reducing problem behavior (for example, aggression) as the primary target. Even when reduction of problem behavior is the primary goal, it is critical to also target increases in appropriate alternative behavior, because the absence of appropriate behavior is often the precursor to serious behavior disorders. Therefore, individuals who need to acquire skills (for example, communication, tolerating change in environments and activities, self-help, social skills) are also appropriate for Focused ABA.

         Focused ABA plans are appropriate for individuals who (a) need treatment only for a limited number of key functional skills or (b) have such acute problem behavior that its treatment should be the priority.

         When prioritizing the order in which to address multiple treatment targets, the following should be considered:

         **Behavior that threatens the health or safety of the client or others or that constitute a barrier to quality of life** (for example, severe aggression, self-injury, property destruction, or noncompliance);

         **Absence of developmentally appropriate adaptive, social, or functional skills that are fundamental to maintain health, social inclusion, and increased independence** (for example, toileting, dressing, feeding, and compliance with medical procedures).

         When the focus of treatment involves the reduction of severe problem behavior, the Behavior Analyst will determine which situations are most likely to precipitate problem behavior and, based on this information, begin to identify its potential purpose (or “function”). This may require conducting a functional analysis procedure to empirically demonstrate the function of the problem behavior. The results enable the Behavior Analyst to develop the most effective treatment protocol. When the function of the problem behavior is identified, the Behavior Analyst will design a treatment plan that alters the environment to reduce the motivation for problem behavior and/or establish a new and more appropriate behavior that serves the same function and therefore “replaces” the problem behavior.

   ii. **Comprehensive Behavioral Intervention** - Comprehensive behavioral intervention is provided an average of 16-25 hours per week
a. **Per the BACB:** Comprehensive ABA refers to treatment of the multiple affected developmental domains, such as cognitive, communicative, social, emotional, and adaptive functioning. Maladaptive behaviors, such as noncompliance, tantrums, and stereotypy are also typically the focus of treatment. Although there are different types of comprehensive treatment, one example is early intensive behavioral intervention where the overarching goal is to close the gap between the client’s level of functioning and that of typically developing peers. Initially, this treatment model typically involves 1:1 staffing and gradually includes small-group formats as appropriate. Comprehensive treatment may also be appropriate for older individuals diagnosed with ASD, particularly if they engage in severe or dangerous behaviors across environments.

---

**F. Behavior Technician Direction and Observation**

Behavioral observation and direction is the clinical direction and oversight provided by a qualified provider to a lower level provider based on the required provider standards and qualifications regarding the provision of services to a child. The qualified provider delivers face–to–face observation and direction to a lower level provider regarding developmental and behavioral techniques, progress measurement, data collection, function of behaviors, and generalization of acquired skills for each child. This service is for the direct benefit of the child and provides a real time response to the intervention to maximize the benefit for the child. It also informs of any modifications needed to the methods to be implemented to support the accomplishment of outcomes in the behavioral plan of care.

1.) One hour of billable direction/observation from BCBA/LLP/QBHP per every ten (10) hours of direct ABA service delivered to the consumer required for Behavior Technicians. Two hours per every 10 hours of direct is recommended, which includes both direct billable and non-billable service oversight of case. The following are a breakdown of BACB Direct and Indirect Direction/Observation & supervision activities:

a. **Direct Supervision Activities**

- Directly observe treatment implementation for potential program revision
- Monitor treatment integrity to ensure satisfactory implementation of treatment protocols
- Directing staff and/or caregivers in the implementation of new or revised treatment protocols (client present)

b. **Indirect Supervision Activities**

- Develop treatment goals, protocols, and data collection systems
- Summarize and analyze data
- Evaluate client progress towards treatment goals
- Adjust treatment protocols based on data
- Coordination of care with other professionals
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- Crisis intervention
- Report progress towards treatment goals
- Develop and oversee transition/discharge plan
- Review client progress with staff without the client present to refine treatment protocols
- Directing staff and/or caregivers in the implementation of new or revised treatment protocols (client absent)

2.) All staff must be trained properly in the specific interventions included in the ABA Plan of the consumer that they are working with.

3.) BCBA/LLP/QBHP to schedule regular visits with parents/guardian or caregivers identified in the PCP and behavior technicians to review program effectiveness, make observations, etc.

4.) BCBA/LLP/QBHP reviews data and reports submitted by Behavior Technician team.

5.) BCBA/LLP/QBHP must be able to provide immediate feedback and training to the Behavior Technician staff to directly impact services on the case. BCBA/LLP/QBHP must be in a role that allows appropriate direction/observation to be delivered.

G. Parent and Caregiver Training:

Parent and Caregiver training should be part of every ABA Benefit Service Plan. Parent and Caregiver Training is vital to the generalization of behavior outside of treatment hours. Parent and Guardian Training is key to assisting the family in understanding ABA and the intensity of service and how to implement interventions and reduce behaviors that may contribute to added family stress and reduced community inclusion. Training of parents and other caregivers usually involves a systematic, individualized curriculum on the basics of ABA. It is common for treatment plans to include several objective and measurable goals for parents and other caregivers. Training emphasizes skills development and support so that caregivers become competent in implementing treatment protocols across critical environments. Parent and Caregiver training can also assist in relationship development in the family and increased appropriate play and interaction with siblings.
## V. Service Authorization Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HCPCS Codes</th>
<th>Code Type</th>
<th>Service Provided</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Comprehensive (Higher Level of Care; TG Modifier on Direct)</th>
<th>Focused (Lower Level of Care; TF Modifier on Direct)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H0031 U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Initial Eligibility Evaluation: ADIR/Developmental Interview, ADOS-2, and DD-CGAS.</td>
<td>Qualified Licensed Practitioner</td>
<td>One unit prior to entering the benefit</td>
<td>One unit prior to entering the benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H0031 U5 AN</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Annual Re-evaluation: ADOS-2 &amp; DD-CGAS Only</td>
<td>Qualified Licensed Practitioner</td>
<td>One unit authorized annually</td>
<td>One unit authorized annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0359T U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Assessment: ABLLS-R or VB-MAPP or AFLS</td>
<td>Behaviorist</td>
<td>One unit every 6 months</td>
<td>One unit every 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0368X U5</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>Direction/Observation of Behavior Technician with Child Present</td>
<td>Behaviorist</td>
<td>1.75 - 2.5 hours per week (7-10 units)</td>
<td>0.5 - 1.5 hours per week (2-6 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0364X U5</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>ABA Direct Service</td>
<td>Behavior Technician</td>
<td>31-50 (16-25 hours) per week</td>
<td>10-30 units (5-15 hours) per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0366X U5</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>Group ABA Direct Service</td>
<td>Behavior Technician</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0373T U5</td>
<td>60 minute / 30 minute</td>
<td>ABA Direct Service (2:1 Staffing)*</td>
<td>Behavior Technician</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0362X U5</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA)</td>
<td>Behaviorist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0372T U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Social Skills Group</td>
<td>Behaviorist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0370T U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Family Training</td>
<td>Behaviorist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0371T U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Group Family Training</td>
<td>Behaviorist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96101 U5</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
<td>Psychological or Adaptive Testing</td>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90791 U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Psychiatric Diagnosis Evaluation</td>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90792 U5</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Psychiatric Diagnosis Evaluation</td>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90833 U5</td>
<td>30 Minute</td>
<td>Psychiatric Add-On Code</td>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90836 U5</td>
<td>45 Minute</td>
<td>Psychiatric Add-On Code</td>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90838 U5</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
<td>Psychiatric Add-On Code</td>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90785 U5</td>
<td>Add-On</td>
<td>Psychological Add-On Code</td>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96102 U5</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
<td>Psychological Testing Administered by a Technician</td>
<td>Social Worker</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96118 U5</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
<td>Neuropsychological Testing</td>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96119 U5</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
<td>Neuropsychological Testing</td>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>As medical / clinical necessity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Must have Behavior Treatment Review Committee Approval
These are recommendations, more or less may be authorized based on medical necessity
VI. Staffing:

ABA services are highly specialized services that require specific qualified providers that are available within PIHP/CMHSP provider networks and have extensive experience providing specialty mental health and behavioral health services. It should be noted that other licensed professionals may have ABA included within their particular scope of training and competence. ABA services within the ABA Benefit must be provided under the direction of a BCBA, another appropriately qualified LP or LLP, or a Master's prepared QBHP. These services must be provided directly to, or on behalf of, the child by training their parents/guardians, behavior technicians, and BCaBAs to deliver the behavioral interventions. The BCBA and other qualified providers are also responsible for communicating progress on goals to parents/guardians minimally every three to six months, clinical skill development and supervision of BCaBA, QBHP, and behavior technicians, and collaborating with support coordinators/case managers and the parents/guardians on goals and objectives with participation in development of the IPOS that includes the behavioral plan of care.

The Behavior Analysis Certification Board (BACB) recognizes and credentials four distinct practitioner levels. Each level has specific training (initial and continuing education), education, and experience, supervision, ethical, and examination requirements. Each level has a unique and specific scope of practice. High School or Associate level staff can be credentialed as Registered Behavior Technicians (RBT). Bachelor level staff can be credentialed as Board Certified Assistance Behavior Analysts (BCaBA). Master level staff can be credentialed as Board Certified Behavior Analysts (BCBA) and doctoral level staff can be credentialed as Board Certified Behavior Analysts – Doctoral (BCBA-D). State licensure, where applicable, is outside of Board Certification and specific to the State the individual is practicing in.

A. Staffing Requirements within the ABA Benefit:

1. ABA Supervisors: Caseload size 6-24 individuals depending on level of treatment and staffing support.

   i. Board Certified Behavior Analyst-Doctorate (BCBA-D) or BCBA

      o Services Provided: Behavioral assessment, behavioral treatment, and behavioral observation and direction.

      o License/Certification: Current certification as a BCBA through the BACB. The BACB is the national entity accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA).

      o Education and Training: Minimum of a master's degree from an accredited institution conferred in a degree program in which the candidate completed a BACB approved course sequence.

   ii. Licensed Psychologist (LP): Must be certified as a BCBA by September 30, 2020

      o Services Provided: Behavioral assessment, behavioral intervention, and behavioral observation and direction.

      o License/Certification: LP means a doctoral level psychologist licensed by the State of Michigan. Must complete all coursework and experience requirements.
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- Education and Training: Minimum doctorate degree from an accredited institution. Works within their scope of practice and has extensive knowledge and training in behavior analysis. Extensive knowledge is defined as having received documented coursework at the graduate level from an accredited university in at least three of the six following areas:
  1. Ethical considerations.
  2. Definitions & characteristics and principles, processes & concepts of behavior.
  4. Experimental evaluation of interventions.
  5. Measurement of behavior and developing and interpreting behavioral data.
  6. Behavioral change procedures and systems supports.

- A minimum of one year experience in treating children with ASD based on the principles of behavior analysis. Works in consultation with the BCBA to discuss the caseload, progress, and treatment of the child with ASD.

iii. LLP: Must be certified as a BCBA by September 30, 2020

- Services Provided: Behavioral assessment, behavioral intervention, and behavioral observation and direction.

- License/Certification: LLP means a doctoral or master level psychologist licensed by the State of Michigan. Limited psychologist master's limited license is good for one two-year period. Must complete all coursework and experience requirements.

- Education and Training: Minimum of a master's or doctorate degree from an accredited institution. Works within their scope of practice and has extensive knowledge and training in behavior analysis. Extensive knowledge is defined as having received documented coursework at the graduate level from an accredited university in at least three of the six following areas:
  1. Ethical considerations.
  2. Definitions & characteristics and principles, processes & concepts of behavior.
  4. Experimental evaluation of interventions.
  5. Measurement of behavior and developing and interpreting behavioral data.
  6. Behavioral change procedures and systems supports.
iv. **BCaBA**

- **Services Provided:** Behavioral assessment, behavioral intervention, and behavioral observation and direction.

- **License/Certification:** Current certification as a BCaBA through the BACB. The BACB is the national entity accredited by the NCCA.

- **Education and Training:** Minimum of a bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution conferred in a degree program in which the candidate completed a BACB approved course sequence.

- **Other Standard:** Works under the supervision of the BCBA.

v. **QBHP:** Must be certified as a BCBA by September 30, 2020

- **Services Provided:** Behavioral assessment, behavioral treatment, and behavioral observation and direction.

- **License/Certification:** A license or certification is not required, but is optional.

- **Education and Training:** QBHP must meet one of the following state requirements:
  - Must be a physician or licensed practitioner with specialized training and one year of experience in the examination, evaluation, and treatment of children with ASD.
  - Minimum of a master's degree in a mental health-related field or BACB approved field from an accredited institution with specialized training and one year of experience in the examination, evaluation, and treatment of children with ASD. Works within their scope of practice, works under the supervision of the BCBA, and has extensive knowledge and training in behavior analysis. Extensive knowledge is defined as having received documented coursework at the graduate level from an accredited university in at least three of the six following areas:

  1. Ethical considerations.
  2. Definitions & characteristics and principles, processes & concepts of behavior.
  4. Experimental evaluation of interventions.
  5. Measurement of behavior and developing and interpreting behavioral data.
  6. Behavioral change procedures and systems supports.
2. Behavior Technician

- Services Provided: Behavioral intervention.
- License/Certification: A license or certification is not required.
- Education and Training: Will receive BACB Registered Behavior Technician (RBT) training conducted by a professional experienced in ABA services (BCBA, BCaBA, LP, LLP, and/or QBHP), but is not required to register with the BACB upon completion in order to furnish services.
- Works under the supervision of the BCBA or other professional (BCaBA, LP, LLP or QBHP) overseeing the behavioral plan of care, with minimally one hour of clinical observation and direction for every 10 hours of direct treatment.
- Must be at least 18 years of age; able to practice universal precautions to protect against the transmission of communicable disease; able to communicate expressively and receptively in order to follow individual plan requirements and beneficiary-specific emergency procedure, and to report on activities performed; and be in good standing with the law (i.e., not a fugitive from justice, a convicted felon who is either under jurisdiction or whose felony relates to the kind of duty to be performed, or an illegal alien). Must be able to perform and be certified in basic first aid procedures and is trained in the IPOS/behavioral plan of care utilizing the person-centered planning process.

VII. Staffing Compliance Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discovery Evidence (Performance Measures)</th>
<th>Document Reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualified Licensed Professional</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of Michigan Licensure</td>
<td>1) Copy of State of Michigan License that covers date of hire; AND 2) Current Copy of State of Michigan License. License MUST be in one of the following areas: Physician, Psychology, Advanced Practice Registered Nurse; Physician Assistant, Master's Social Worker with expiration in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree Requirements</td>
<td>Degree Certificate documenting Master Degree or Doctoral Degree in a) Medicine with specialty in psychiatry or neurology, sub-specialty in developmental pediatrics, developmental-behavioral pediatrics, pediatrics or related discipline; b) Psychology; c) Advanced practice registered nurse; d) Clinical Social Work (Non-Macro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Resume, Curriculum Vitae, employer letter, transcripts, job description, or other documentation that clearly identifies training, experience, or expertise in ASD and/or behavioral health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### BCBA or BCBA-D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Hire</th>
<th>Employer Offer Letter, HR Documentation, or other Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Background Checks</td>
<td>1) Criminal Background Check with date prior to the start of service delivery; AND 2) Criminal Background Check completed within the previous 365 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Certification</td>
<td>1) Copy of Board Certification from the BACB that covers date of hire; AND 2) Current Copy of Board Certification with expiration in the future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BCaBA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Hire</th>
<th>Employer Offer Letter, HR Documentation, or other Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Background Checks</td>
<td>1) Criminal Background Check with date prior to the start of service delivery; AND 2) Criminal Background Check completed within the previous 365 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Certification</td>
<td>1) Copy of Board Certification from the BACB that covers date of hire; AND 2) Current Copy of Board Certification with expiration in the future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Supervision

Supervision documentation that includes name of supervising BCBA.

### Licensed Psychologist / Limited Licensed Psychologist

| State of Michigan Licensure | 1) Copy of State of Michigan Psychology License that covers date of hire; AND 2) Current Copy of State of Michigan Psychology License |
| Date of Hire | Employer Offer Letter, HR Documentation, or other Documentation |
| Criminal Background Checks | 1) Criminal Background Check with date prior to the start of service delivery; AND 2) Criminal Background Check completed within the previous 365 days |
| Degree Requirements | Degree Certificate documenting Master Degree or Doctoral Degree in Psychology |

### Master Level Coursework

Graduate Level Transcripts identifying completion of 3 of the 6 required BCBA Courses: 1) Ethical Considerations; 2) Definitions & Characteristics and principles, processes & concepts of behavior; 3) Behavioral assessment and selecting interventions outcomes and strategies; 4) Experimental evaluation of interventions; 5) Measurement of behavior and developing and interpreting behavioral data; 6) Behavioral change procedures and systems supports. *If transcripts do not specifically identify course as indicated above, file MUST have course syllabi OR BACB document indicating BACB course approval from specific institution.

### Experience

Resume, Curriculum Vitae, employer letter, job description, or other documentation that clearly identifies ONE year of experience in treating children with ASD based on the principles of behavior analysis.

### Supervision

Supervision documentation that includes name of supervising BCBA, hours of supervision provided, and type of supervision provided in BACB recommended format.

### Qualified Behavior Health Professional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Hire</th>
<th>Employer Offer Letter, HR Documentation, or other Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Background Checks</td>
<td>1) Criminal Background Check with date prior to the start of service delivery; AND 2) Criminal Background Check completed within the previous 365 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree Requirements</td>
<td>Degree Certificate documenting Master Degree or Doctoral Degree in a mental health field or field approved through the BACB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Level Coursework</td>
<td>Graduate Level Transcripts identifying completion of 3 of the 6 required BCBA Courses: 1) Ethical Considerations; 2) Definitions &amp; Characteristics and principles, processes &amp; concepts of behavior; 3) Behavioral assessment and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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> Selecting interventions outcomes and strategies; 4) Experimental evaluation of interventions; 5) Measurement of behavior and developing and interpreting behavioral data; 6) Behavioral change procedures and systems supports. *If transcripts do not specifically identify course as indicated above, file MUST have course syllabi OR BACB document indicating BACB course approval from specific institution.

| Experience | Resume, Curriculum Vitae, employer letter, job description, or other documentation that clearly identifies ONE year of experience in the examination, evaluation and treatment if children with ASD. |
| Supervision | Supervision documentation that includes name of supervising BCBA, hours of supervision provided, and type of supervision provided in BACB recommended format. |

### Behavior Technician

| Date of Hire | Employer Offer Letter, HR Documentation, or other Documentation |
| Criminal Background Checks | 1) Criminal Background Check with date prior to the start of service delivery; AND 2) Criminal Background Check completed within the previous 365 days |
| Age | Copy of Driver's License, state identification, or other documentation indicating age at the time of hire |
| Communicable Disease Prevention Training | Universal Precautions Training certificate, transcript, or other documentation with completion date prior to the service delivery start date. |
| First Aid Training | First Aid Training certificate, transcript, or other documentation with completion date prior to the service delivery start date. |
| IPOS/ Behavioral Plan of Care Training | IPOS Training certificate, transcript, or other documentation with completion date prior to the service delivery start date and at each quarterly IPOS revision dates. |
| Ability to communicate expressively & receptively in order to follow IPOS requirements, emergency procedures, and report on activities performed | College/university diploma, BCBA verification statement, or Job Description with skill requirement. |
| Registered Behavior Technician Training | RBT Training Transcripts with 40 hours of BACB RBT Task List Objectives (A-01 through F-05) clearly identified with completion dates prior to the delivery of services after 1/1/16 |

### VIII. References:


3. Detroit Wayne Mental Health Authority (DWMHA) *Medicaid Autism Benefit Scope of Services.*